DESIGN

INNOVATION

DURABILITY

PROJECT VINYL

• Beautiful wood, stone and bright designs offered
across 43 plank and tile formats
• Realistic embossing structures bring every
Allura Flex design to life
• Available in a variety of sizes, including XL tile
and plank formats

PERFORMANCE

• Scratch and stain proof by hard, yet flexible top layer
with best appearance retention
• Best dimensionally stable avoiding seam gaps
appearing over time
• Only functional layers that enhance
the performance of the product

SUSTAINABLE

EASY

• Manufactured with green electricity and
100% phthalate free
• Over 50% recycled content in the backing layer
• Easy to clean and maintain through specially
embossed top-layer

Premium loose lay tiles
Allura Flex is a collection of high quality, dimensionally stable, heterogeneous loose lay vinyl tiles and
planks which are adhered with tackifier that allows post use removal. The design concept of Allura Flex
consists of the most realistic wood designs in the market, but also essential concretes and interesting textile
and colour effects. The 43 designs offer a large design freedom; also in larger sizes and the specific Hungarian Point format and are easy to combine. The collection offers something for all commercial floors, also in
use alongside carpet tiles because of the 5 mm gauge. Allura Flex has a 1 mm transparent wear layer and
proven PUR finish.
The Forbo exclusive combination of functional layers, including a strong glass fleece carrier,
makes Allura Flex unprecedented in dimensional stability, strength, performance and quality.
Beautiful designs in wood, stone and brights that are easy to install, resulting in stunning and reliable floors.
For increased flexibility, a selection of 34 designs are available in not only loose lay
but also fully adhered and click formats.

The phthalate free Allura collection is REACH*
compliant and produced in Europe with low
emission levels.
The excellent dimensional stability ensures safe and
hygienic floors as dirt isn’t trapped in the seams.
Available in natural stress reducing designs and high
LRV’s, choosing Allura means you are choosing to
create better indoor & outdoor environments.
* Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals
(REACH) address the production and use of chemical substances and their
potential impacts on both human health and the environment.
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allura® flex

PROJECT VINYL

allura® flex

light honey oak
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Allura Flex

deep country oak

* designed with natural colour variation

grey collage oak

2 sided bevelled

4 sided bevelled

golden collage oak
in register embossing

hungarian point size

oyster seagrass

grey seagrass

natural seagrass

1605 - 120 x 20 cm

1682 - 120 x 20 cm

light rustic oak

honey elegant oak

1584 - 50 x 50cm

1664 - 50 x 50cm

1532 - 100 x 20 cm

1604 - 120 x 20 cm

steamed oak

1651 - 120 x 20 cm

1644 - 120 x 20cm

1535 - 100 x 20 cm

pure oak

whitewash elegant oak

1641 - 100 x 20cm

black rustic oak

chocolate collage oak

9074 - 120 x 20 cm

natural collage oak

1684 - 120 x 20 cm

9076 - 120 x 20 cm

1670 - 150 x 28 cm

9084 - 150 x 28 cm

central oak

9073 - 120 x 20 cm

natural giant oak

9075 - 120 x 20 cm

1674 - 150 x 28 cm

rustic anthracite oak

grey giant oak

1672 - 150 x 28 cm

grey autumn oak

9080 - 150 x 28 cm

*9056 - 100 x 20 cm

| *9051 - 120 x 20 cm
*9050 - 100 x 20 cm

*9053 - 100 x 20 cm

white autumn oak

1671 - 150 x 28 cm

classic autumn oak

| *9057 - 120 x 20 cm

9073

| *9054 - 120 x 20 cm

1672

coloured textile

graphite weave

Allura Flex
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white sand
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Allura Flex
taupe sand
cool sand
black slate
halcyon blue
gecko green
fox orange
9011 - 50 x 50 cm

9017 - 50 x 50 cm

9015 - 50 x 50 cm

9013 - 50 x 50 cm

charcoal concrete

9004 - 50 x 50 cm

grigio concrete

1656 - 50 x 50 cm

natural concrete

1506 - 50 x 50 cm

1508 - 50 x 50 cm

1634 | 1639 - 50 x 50 cm | 100 x 100 cm

1628 | 1624 - 50 x 50 cm | 100 x 100 cm

1633 | 1623 - 50 x 50 cm | 100 x 100 cm

1632 | 1626 - 50 x 50 cm | 100 x 100 cm

PROJECT VINYL

allura® flex
allura® flex

1623

nero concrete

1506 | 9017

lobster red

Allura Flex
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